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LASER SPECKLE CONTRAST IMAGING
**Abstract** Dynamic light scattering techniques obtain information about the medium of interest by measuring the intensity fluctuations in dynamically scattered coherent light. The intensity fluctuations relate to the medium dynamics. Laser speckle contrast imaging, laser Doppler flowmetry and diffusing wave spectroscopy make use of this principle to obtain information about tissue perfusion. In this chapter the techniques are introduced and in particular the theoretical background of laser speckle contrast imaging is given, followed by the identification of the essential aspects that need further investigation in order to enable quantitative blood flow velocity measurements.
2.1  **INTRODUCTION**

The clinical need for a non-invasive microcirculation imaging device at the bedside to monitor the onset and development of critical diseases was illustrated in Chapter 1. Besides non-invasive and compact, other preferential properties are continuous monitoring, and an instantaneous, reproducible and quantitative measurement of microcirculation functionality [1, 2]. Such device could additionally be relevant for internal, surgical and oncologic medicine [3-8]. A clinically approved tool currently used for microcirculation monitoring at the intensive care unit (ICU) is the sidestream dark field (SDF) microscope. SDF videos contain a high level of detail to determine the relevant parameters such as vessel density and geometry; proportion of perfused vessels and microcirculatory heterogeneity [9]. However, the image analysis requires user-interaction, limiting its use at the bedside. In addition, accurate flow measurements require high-contrast images showing red blood cells (RBCs) and plasma gaps [10]. Fast flowing, out of focus, or fully RBC-filled vessels can therefore not be analyzed. An alternative method for measuring flow is based on the dynamical properties of scattered light, as introduced in Chapter 1. Techniques based on this approach do not depend on the aforementioned image properties and their flow sensitivity is based on different principles. In the next section their mechanisms and prospective as favoured flowmetry techniques are discussed.

2.2  **DYNAMIC LIGHT SCATTERING TECHNIQUES TO MEASURE BLOOD FLOW**

The notion that phase shifts in dynamically scattered coherent light give rise to measurable intensity fluctuations was discovered soon after the launch of the laser in 1960 [11, 12]. The intensity fluctuations are caused by the constructive and destructive interference of the phases of electromagnetic waves (light) and are referred to as ‘speckles’. The cause of these phase differences is explained in two ways: by the Doppler-shift in the frequency of the scattered light (Laser Doppler Flowmetry, LDF [13]) and by the path length differences in the reflected light (Laser Speckle Contrast Imaging (LSCI) [14]) and Diffusing Wave Spectroscopy (DWS) [15]). In general, the temporal autocorrelation of the interference pattern of the dynamically scattered light is related to the movement of the scattering particles.

In the case of LDF, the light scattered by moving particles undergoes a frequency shift (Doppler-shift) proportional to the velocity of the moving particle. This frequency shift is very small (10 - 100 kHz) compared to the high frequencies of light (100 THz), therefore the Doppler-shifted light is combined (‘mixed’) with a non-shifted reference beam resulting in a ‘beat’ frequency equal to the frequency shift [16]. This is called ‘heterodyne’ detection. In the case of flowing RBCs, however, not all the cells will have the same velocity but more likely the flow shows a velocity distribution about a mean value. Now the beat frequency will display a spread of frequencies, or a frequency spectrum, centred around the mean frequency shift. In addition, the reflected light from two RBCs with different velocities will also have slightly different Doppler shifts and therefore beat with each other. Thus, all cells together give rise to another self-beating frequency spectrum, centred around zero [17]. This is the homodyne signal detection. Even without a separate reference beam, a heterodyne signal is present from the self-mixing of non-shifted light reflected of static scatterers and the dynamically scattered light. Only for single scattered light for which the
exact angles between blood flow direction, and the incident and the reflected light are known the Doppler shift can be related to the flow velocity. In practice, this has been shown to be very complicated and troublesome [18]. Therefore, most commercial LDF devices do not use a separate reference beam and measure the self-mixing spectrum as a result of dynamic and static scattering in tissue [16]. In LDF the frequency spectrum is generated by recording the temporal intensity fluctuations of the interference pattern by a fast photodetector and calculating the temporal autocorrelation. By the Wiener-Khintchine theorem, the autocorrelation function (ACF) and the power spectral density (PSD) of the intensity (Doppler frequency spectrum) are the Fourier transform of each other [19]. A narrower ACF results in a broader frequency spectrum, and thus a larger Doppler frequency shift implicating a higher velocity. Usually the first moment of the intensity PSD is used as the designated measurement parameter, which is related to the speed of the scatterers and their concentration [20, 21].

The second description for the generation of a fluctuating interference (speckle) pattern is based on phase differences that arise from path length differences between detected photons scattered from different positions within the tissue. When the photons are scattered by moving structures such as flowing RBCs, the optical path lengths will change and the detected speckle pattern fluctuates, referred to as time-varying speckle. Techniques derived from this principle measure these fluctuations either directly (DWS) or indirectly (LSCI). The time-varying speckle and Doppler-induced fluctuations are identical, which is intuitively not obvious. The speckle explanation is based on the superposition of waves of the same optical frequency, whereas in the Doppler explanation the superimposed waves have different frequencies [22]. However, it can be shown mathematically that the two explanations lead to identical equations that link the intensity fluctuations to the tissue dynamics [17, 23] which was later confirmed by simulation and experiment [21, 24].

Similar to LDF, DWS measures the speckle intensity fluctuations of single speckles and calculates the temporal ACF [25]. Because DWS is based on photon correlation in the multiple scattering regime, the illumination source and detector are separated by several centimetres [26]. This results in longer photon paths through tissue and deeper probing of tissue dynamics. Multiple scattering events with dynamic scatterers result in faster decorrelation of the photons. Consequently, speckle decorrelation happens on a shorter timescale and the ACF is measured at high sampling rates. The characteristic timescale for the decay of the ACF is referred to as the decorrelation time $\tau_c$. The tissue dynamics and $\tau_c$ are inversely related, making $\tau_c$ an important measurement parameter in DWS.

Alternatively, the time-fluctuating speckle pattern can also be imaged as an ensemble of speckles using a camera. It is easy to see that a fluctuating pattern will look blurry in an image when the exposure time is long. The faster the fluctuations, the more blur in the imaged speckle pattern. This is the basic principle of laser speckle flowmetry techniques first introduced by Fercher and Briers [14]. The speckle blur, or speckle contrast, can be quantified mathematically since a blurred pattern will have a low standard deviation in intensity ($\sigma_i$) as compared to a sharp pattern, but the mean intensity ($<I>$) is unchanged. The speckle contrast $K$ is therefore defined as the ratio $\sigma_i/<I>$ and depends on the integration time of the detector and the velocity of the scatterers and is valued between 0
Laser speckle contrast imaging techniques quantify the speckle contrast to measure or image blood flow and have been named laser speckle contrast analysis (LASCA [27], including the variations tLASCA (temporal) and sLASCA (spatial) [28]), laser speckle imaging (LSI [29, 30]), laser speckle contrast imaging (LSCI [31-34]), speckle-visibility spectroscopy (SVS [35]) and multi-exposure speckle imaging (MESI [36]), amongst others. In this thesis I refer to the technique as Laser Speckle Contrast Imaging - LSCI. As will be mathematically shown in Section 2.4 the contrast depends on the integration of the ACF over the exposure time. The measured quantity $K$ is an indirect measurement of the ACF and relates to tissue dynamics, similar to the LDF and DWS techniques.

2.3 Practical differences between LDF, DWS and LSCI

The theoretical frameworks of the discussed dynamic light scattering techniques to measure blood flow are highly related. I will therefore summarize the main practical differences between the techniques and their applicability to microcirculation assessment. Techniques based on LDF and DWS measure the temporal autocorrelation in a single speckle directly at high sampling frequencies (~kHz) at one measurement point and need fast sampling photodiodes, CMOS cameras or photomultiplier tubes. In addition, in DWS the signal is usually low, which reduces the signal-to-noise ratio and makes detection sensitivity important. This makes the technical requirements of LDF and DWS more complicated compared to LSCI, which quantifies the temporal autocorrelation of speckles integrated over camera exposure times in the millisecond timeframe. For an increased accuracy of LSCI multiple frames and exposure times are desirable, which a standard CCD camera permits. In addition, LSCI is a full-field technique while for LDF scanning of the laser beam (and detector) is needed to obtain an image, making LDF imaging much slower (minutes versus sub-seconds). DWS has a high temporal resolution (single-point measurement), but a very low spatial resolution, compensated by a deep probing of tissue (> 1 cm deep) [26, 37, 38]. For this reason, DWS is not suitable for microcirculation imaging since the dominant decorrelation will be due to the deeper, larger and faster flowing vessels. Spatial resolution and probing depth are often interrelated via the wavelength of light and the distance between the light source and detector. Like DWS, LSCI and LDF operate in the near infrared window (relatively deep tissue penetration) but with shorter source detector separations and are estimated to measure flow at depths of several mm’s [18, 39]. The spatial resolution of LSCI and LDF are similar, and depend on the detection and tissue geometry (e.g. numerical aperture (NA) of detection optics, scattering of tissue layers like skin). The spatial resolution of LSCI is slightly further reduced since the speckle contrast is calculated using several spatial speckles, although ergodicity allows the speckle contrast to be measured temporally as well [40, 41]. An overview of the discussed dynamic light scattering techniques, in addition to SDF microscopy, is given in Fig. 2.1.

2.4 Laser Speckle Contrast Imaging

The instrumental simplicity of LSCI makes it a favourable candidate for microcirculation monitoring. Since LSCI does not put stringent requirements on the detector, it can easily be combined with the clinical SDF microcirculation imager (Microscan, Microvision Medical Inc. The Netherlands) equipped with a CCD camera. For the results of Chapters 3 and 4
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Fig. 2.1. | Schematic overview of blood flow imaging techniques. Arm sketch adapted from Nobges, deviantART, LDF perfusion image adapted from Graduate School of Biomedical Sciences, Hiroshima University
we modified the Microscan for integrated SDF-LSCI microscopy. This allowed for the direct comparison of the measured speckle contrast $K$ and blood flow velocities in the microcirculation measured using SDF. The exact relationship between $K$ and blood flow is a much discussed topic in laser speckle flowmetry. In Chapters 3 and 4 theoretical and experimental contributions to understand this complicated relationship are presented. Below, I start with the mathematical derivation of speckle contrast $K$ from the ACF of the time-varying speckle pattern and introduce the challenges that are facing quantitative laser speckle flowmetry.

Goodman has shown that the spatial statistics of a time-integrated speckle pattern are related to the temporal statistics of speckle fluctuations [19]:

$$\sigma_s^2 = \frac{2}{T} \int_0^T \left(1 - \frac{\tau}{T}\right) C_t(\tau) d\tau$$

(2.1)

Here $\sigma_s^2$ is the spatial variance in the speckle pattern, $T$ is the camera exposure time and $C_t(\tau)$ is the autocovariance of the temporal speckle intensity. Thus, the variance of the spatial intensity pattern depends on the time integrated autocovariance of the intensity fluctuations. Essentially, LDF and DWS measure the right-hand side of Eq. (2.1) while LSCI measures the left-hand side. $C_t(\tau)$ is defined as:

$$C_t(\tau) = \langle \{ I(t) - \langle I \rangle \} \{ I(t + \tau) - \langle I \rangle \} \rangle = \langle I(t)I(t + \tau) \rangle - \langle I \rangle^2$$

(2.2)

Here $I(t)$ is the intensity measured at time $t$ (or $t + \tau$), and $\langle \ldots \rangle$ is the time average. Assuming ergodicity, we can replace the time average/variance by the ensemble average/variance and vice versa (writing $\langle I \rangle$ and $\sigma_i$). Division by $\langle I \rangle^2$ relates Eq. (2.1) to speckle contrast $K$ [14, 19, 35]:

$$K^2 = \frac{\sigma_s^2}{\langle I \rangle^2} = \frac{2}{\langle I \rangle^2} \int_0^T \left(1 - \frac{\tau}{T}\right) C_t(\tau) d\tau$$

(2.3)

Substituting Eq. (2.2) in Eq. (2.3) gives:

$$K^2 = \frac{2}{\langle I \rangle^2} \int_0^T \left(1 - \frac{\tau}{T}\right) \langle I(t)I(t + \tau) \rangle - \langle I \rangle^2 \rangle d\tau = \frac{2}{\langle I \rangle^2} \int_0^T \left(1 - \frac{\tau}{T}\right) \langle I(t)I(t + \tau) \rangle - \langle I \rangle^2 \rangle d\tau$$

(2.4)

Though the speckle fluctuations are caused by electric field fluctuations, in practical set-ups the intensity fluctuations are measured. The normalized electric field autocorrelation function ($g_1(\tau)$) and the normalized intensity autocorrelation function ($g_2(\tau)$) are related through the Siegert relation [12]:

---
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---
and are defined as:

\[ g_1(\tau) = \frac{\langle E(t)E^*(t+\tau) \rangle_t}{\langle E(t)E^*(t) \rangle_t} \]  
\[ g_2(\tau) = \frac{\langle |l(t)(t+\tau)|^2 \rangle_t}{\langle |l(t)|^2 \rangle_t} \]  

Where \( \beta_M \) is a measurement-geometry specific constant [19], \( E(t) \) represents the electric field at time \( t \) and \( E^*(t) \) its complex conjugate. Finally, from equations (2.4)- (2.7) and the ergodicity principle we get the basic expression for \( K \):

\[ K(T) = \beta_M^{1/2} \left[ \frac{1}{T} \int_0^T \left( 1 - \frac{\tau}{T} \right) |g_1(\tau)|^2 d\tau \right]^{1/2} \]  

The assumption that Eq. (2.8) is valid for ergodic systems implies that the time and ensemble average of the speckle pattern are equal and \( K \) can be quantified using \( \sigma \), and \( <I> \) from image pixels in time (subsequent frames) and in space. However, if a purely static component is present in the scattered electric field this component will produce a constant speckle contrast independent of camera exposure time and in addition, this component will have different temporal and spatial statistics (e.g. a temporal \( \sigma \) of zero). In many practical LSCI geometries the static component needs to be taken into account. By defining the electric field as a summation of the fluctuating \( (E_f) \) and the static \( (E_s) \) component: \( E(t) = E_f(t) + E_s(t) \), a modified Siegert relation was proposed [36, 42]:

\[ g_2(\tau) = 1 + \beta \left[ \rho^2 |g_1(\tau)|^2 + 2\rho(1-\rho)|g_1(\tau)|^2 + (1-\rho)^2 \right] \]  

Which gives

\[ K(T) = \beta_M^{1/2} \left[ \frac{2}{T} \int_0^T \left( 1 - \frac{\tau}{T} \right) |g_1(\tau)|^2 d\tau + 2\rho(1-\rho) \int_0^T \left( 1 - \frac{\tau}{T} \right) |g_1(\tau)|^2 d\tau + (1-\rho)^2 \right]^{1/2} \]  

Where \( \rho \) is the fraction dynamically scattered light: \( \rho = I_f / (I_f + I_s) \), with \( I_f \) the detected intensity of the fluctuating scattered light and \( I_s \) the detected intensity of the light scattered by static components. Parameters \( \beta_M \) and \( \rho \) depend on the measurement geometry and can be measured. To quantify the relation between \( K \) and blood flow dynamics an expression for the field ACF \( g_1(\tau) \) is needed, which is parameterized by the characteristic decorrela-
time of the scattered electric field, $\tau_c$. In LSCI it is conventional to assume a Lorentzian form $[g_1(\tau) = \exp(-\tau/\tau_c)]$ for Brownian motion and a Gaussian form $[g_1(\tau) = \exp(-\tau^2/\tau_c^2)]$ for directional motion. Substituting the appropriate form of $g_1(\tau)$ in Eq. (2.10) results in an analytical expression of $K(T)$ from which $\tau_c$ can be derived. This analytical expression is given in Chapters 3 and 4 (Eq. (3.6), Lorentzian and Eq. (3.7)/Supplementary Eq. (4.10), Gaussian).

From the above it is clear that accurate estimation of $\beta_m$ and $\rho$ is important, as well as choosing an appropriate model for $g_1(\tau)$. Parthasarathy et al. [36] propose to use a multi-exposure speckle acquisition scheme to estimate $\beta_m$ and $\rho$ and $\tau_c$ accurately. It is commonly agreed that blood flow velocity and $\tau_c$ are inversely proportional to each other, but the proportionality constant of this relationship is topic of debate [24, 43], and in vivo quantification of the technique represents one of the challenges in LSCI. Since the integrated SDF-LSCI microcirculation imager can acquire raw speckle images and conventional SDF images of the same blood vessels, in vivo quantification is feasible. In Chapter 3 SDF-LSCI is explored using a multi-exposure acquisition scheme and assuming a Gaussian form of $g_1(\tau)$, for both an in vitro flow phantom and for the in vivo sublingual microcirculation. The relationship between $1/\tau_c$ and blood flow velocity is investigated, which gave interesting insight into the decorrelation by tissue dynamics relevant for LSCI. Another insufficiently explored area is the validity of the assumed forms of the ACF, often simply the Gaussian or Lorentzian form. In Chapter 4 $g_1(\tau)$ is revised within the theoretical frameworks of LDF and DWS, complemented by recent advances in the modelling of optical scattering of whole blood [44]. In addition, the influence of multiple scattering, a well-known bottleneck in LSCI (and also LDF) [45] is theoretically and experimentally assessed. The results are relevant to other dynamic light scattering flowmetry techniques for which the ability to accurately measure blood flow depends on the appropriateness of the assumed model for $g_1(\tau)$ and the accuracy in measuring $g_1(\tau)$, taking into account the optical properties of the scatterers and the geometry dependent multiple scattering in biological tissues. However, the acquisition simplicity, temporal and spatial measurement characteristics and automated analysis possibility of time-integrated speckle based methods (like LSCI) are advantageous for a non-invasive, compact, instantaneous and continuous microcirculation monitoring device.
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